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ABSTRACT
The GRP 5000 is a track measuring trolley capable of collecting track geometry data and performing
clearance analyses based on laser scanning technology. The obtained laser data can also be used for
as-built documentation, and the track recording functionality makes applications such as surveying,
tamping assistance and slab track construction possible. The accuracy, huge data amount and time
efficiency by which the system operates sets a new standard in railway surveying, and outdates
traditional methods of manual and visual inspection. This thesis is a case study of the GRP 5000 with
several objectives: a functional and technical description of the system is given; the accuracy of the
system is evaluated, showing overall good values except for one of the sensors used; comparisons
are made to other railway surveying techniques, such as track recording vehicles, manual devices and
other track recording trolleys; possible improvements are pointed out, both based on comparison
results as well as testing results. Finally, new and innovative ways of using the trolley, such as offtrack usage, as well as for the obtained laser data, such as GIS, maintenance aspects and CFD aspects,
are examined.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The techniques for recording and surveying the railway environment is traditionally made up of track
recording vehicles (TRV) or manual measuring devices. Track recording trolleys such as the GRP 5000
(c.f. section 4) is a rather new segment in the category , especially when considering the sensors that
can be used along with the precision and time efficiency the systems provide. Even though the
traditional ways of measuring still are used, the track recording trolleys have claimed areas of
application in which they are superior to other techniques. Accurate follow-up measurements from
TRV recordings, measurements during the construction stage and measurements of shorter stretches
of track are some areas where the use of trolleys are better motivated than TRV’s. Although laser
scanning for clearance analysis is used for TRV’s as well, older techniques like mechanical clearance
cars become outdated with products like the GRP 5000. Further, manual devices used for spot
assessment are quickly surpassed by trolleys in terms of data amounts and time efficiency. Another
aspect to consider is that a lot of the new techniques being available to TRVs are not economically
defendable for smaller train operators, which often still use older methods. These circumstances in
particular motivate the existence of track recording trolleys.
This thesis study has been conducted at the company ÅF (Ångpanneföreningen), and the company is
according to the author’s knowledge first in Sweden to provide this kind of service for track
recording. At the time of writing, most track recording has been performed on the account of SL, the
transport association running Stockholm’s subway, which traditionally has used clearance cars and
manual measurement techniques for track and clearance assessment.
There is an interest for the provider, as well as the clients, to look closer into the solutions the GRP
system provides. In this report, a functional and technical description of the system is provided. An
accuracy assessment is carried out in order to determine the accuracy by which the measurements
are obtained under normal field conditions, which is of interest to both the proprietors and clients.
As a complementary aspect, comparisons will be made to other track recording systems, and possible
improvements of the GRP unit will be pointed out. Further, there is an interest to look into
alternative areas of applications of the trolley and the captured data, in order to maximize the utility
that the system may provide. These aspects will be discussed as well.
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2 METHODOLOGY
Considering that this report focuses on a specific product, the type of methodology can be viewed as
a case study. As Collis & Hussey (2009) discusses, there are different kinds of case studies depending
on the nature of the phenomenon studied, and that one type does not necessarily exclude another.
Since this case study has several aspects, different kinds of case studies can be applied. Some case
studies mentioned by Collis & Hussey (2009) will be applicable here, and described and motivated
below.
A descriptive case study is “where the objective is restricted to describing current practice”. Although
this definition might be aimed at more complex scenarios to be studied, it is still mentioned here,
since work is going to be done to describe the system at hand.
An explanatory case study is “where existing theory is used to understand and explain what is
happening”. For this study, the descriptive and explanatory approaches both share the same goal. A
general description and explanation of the system is going to be presented, as well as a more
technical assessment, in order to provide a full understanding on how the system works. Literature
provided by the manufacturer is a source for more general aspects described, as well as practical
usage of the system in the field. For more complex features, literature is going to be reviewed for
general aspects that are not unique for the studied case, and for aspects that are unique, interviews
with proper persons of the manufacturer should be undertaken.
An experimental case study is “where the research examines the difficulties in implementing new
procedures and techniques in an organization and evaluating the benefits”. One aim of this study is
to evaluate new areas of implementation. The outline and approach of the experimental aspects are
mainly motivated by the possible outcomes the company could benefit from.
An illustrative case study is “where the research attempts to illustrate new and possibly innovative
practices adopted by particular companies” – something that is one of the main objectives with this
report. One aspect of this is to point at possible improvements of the system, in order to increase the
versatility and functionality of the product. To understand the different environmental elements in
which the GRP operates, a broad range of literature shall be reviewed to understand the nature and
problems that are relevant for the railway. Additionally, technical solutions and innovations are going
to be studied, in literature, but also by examining the techniques used by various companies that in
some way are comparable to the functionality of the GRP unit. Another aspect of the illustrative case
study is to look at new areas of applications for the captured laser data. The course of action for this
is similar to the one just mentioned; literatures discussing LIDAR, which mainly connects to tunnels
and railways, but also for other fields, will be studied. Companies offering services in relation to
these aspects will also be looked at.
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature is described here as short summaries of the reviewed works. Details of some literature
will be discussed in their respective areas of relevance throughout this paper, in order to properly
put them into context.
A review of the railway environment in general has been done in order to properly be able to
evaluate the aspects involved in track measuring. Esveld (2001) covers most railway related aspects
where the direct railway environment is thoroughly described.
A number of track recording devices have been reviewed, with a focus on those closely related to the
GRP (c.f. section 4). Given that most such applications are provided by various companies, the insight
of the products is limited and products are thus compared in a more general sense. Glaus (2006) and
Wildi & Glaus (2002)describes the Swiss trolley, a similar device to the GRP unit, which is also
mentioned in the report, along with other track measuring trolleys. The description is thorough and
comprehensive, and the trolley’s functionality well thought out, which is why a deeper comparison
has been made with that device. Mettenleiter et al. (2008) describe 3D laser scanning systems
combined with positioning sensors for kinematic measurements procedures. The technique is
described and areas of application are discussed, of which applications in railways environments is
one. The GRP trolley is briefly described, as well as similar products.
Yoon et al. (2007) and Yoon et al. (2009) explains a trial model of a laser based tunnel scanning
system, made to facilitate the automatization of the tunnel inspection process. The approach is
similar to the GRP unit in the sense that a profiling laser is used, which is intended to be mounted on
a rail guided vehicle. For the test run, however, only a guide bed of 80 cm is used for which the laser
scanner can slide on. This is sufficient considering the key aspect of the paper, which is the
development and evaluation of algorithms for feature extraction and tunnel condition analysis of
laser data. The paper is thus relevant for the section “alternative uses” in this paper.
Sok and Adams (2010) utilize the combination of 3D laser scanning and panoramic cameras to obtain
colored point clouds. Different algorithms are used to cluster laser points, and PCA methods
(Principle Component Analysis) are used to extract planes and to detect edges.
To illustrate alternative uses for the laser data, various literatures have been reviewed. Fekete et al.
(2010) explores static laser scanning of tunnels, mainly during the construction and excavation phase
but also discusses a lot of geotechnical and operational applications that can be applied to tunnels in
general. The applications discussed is a summary of how laser scanning data is used for underground
environments both analytically and visually, accompanied by several images of both raw laser data as
well as laser data treatment in various software environment, providing a more vivid demonstration.
Various papers regarding GPR (ground penetrating radar) has been reviewed. Liu et al. (2005)
conducted a test where GPR measurements were made in a road tunnel to detect cracks in the
concrete lining. The method proved useful and a classification of the cracks could be made in terms
crack depth, where the evaluated cracks had a depth of 10 – 30 cm. Narrow cracks measuring 0.2
mm in width as well as broader cracks of 4 mm width was detectable. Silvast et al. (2010) conducted
GPR measurements in the railway environment of Finland, and used the obtained data to classify the
7

degree of fouling of the ballast bed. Hugenschmidt (2000) performed a GPR session on the Swiss
railway in order to evaluate the reliability of the method. GPR measurements were performed,
followed by conventional methods of checking the substructure contents achieved by digging
trenches at even intervals along the track. This later method was used as verification for the accuracy
of the GPR methods, which proved to be very reliable.
For research conducted in close relation to the objective of this report, Delatte et al. (2007) evaluates
the benefits and limitations of different NDE (non-destructive evaluation) methods, as well as a
summary of different problems addressed to transit infrastructure, with a main focus on subway
tunnels. Numerous train operators were contacted in the report in order to see what methods that
was actually used, and the limitations of NDE methods experienced by the operators.
Various papers treating CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) has been reviewed for the chapter of
possible applications of laser data. Schuster (2007) and Howe (1997) discuss how CFD is used for
analyzing pressure waves that occur when high speed trains are travelling through tunnels.
Neophytou and Britter (2005) discuss the use of CFD to simulate tunnel fires and smoke distribution,
motivating such analyzes with examples of serious incidents that are caused by tunnel fires. Carvel
(2004) does not treat CFD analyses, but discusses how tunnel geometry and ventilation affects the
spread rate of fire and smoke. Various test results are discussed and serving as a basis for more
analytical analyses. Liu et al. (2010) discusses how tunnel hoods can be used for reducing pressure
waves, and describes the problem in general.
Further literature studied for the alternative applications of laser data contains GIS solutions, where
Guler & Jovanovic (2004) discusses the general uses of GIS and railway features, which lies as a basis
for the possible improvements a 3D rendering of railway data might provide.
Luber (2009) states that track geometry being the only basis for analysis when evaluating track
quality is not enough, and describes how a better analysis can be performed if predicted train forces
are taken into account, depending on vehicle type, wheel/rail contact, etc.
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4 THE GRP 5000
4.1 General
The GRP System FX, developed and maintained by the Swiss company Amberg Technologies, is an “all
in one” solution for surveying railway environments. The system is set up as one out of three possible
assemblies depending on which of the three modules the user has chosen to obtain. Common for all
three versions is the TGS FX platform, which is a track gauging trolley on which one of the three
modules is then mounted on. The trolley itself provides for track measurements such as track gauge,
superelevation (cant) and chainage (stationing); c.f. Chapter 5.1. The three modules are made up by
the different sensors GRP 1000, GRP 3000 and GRP 5000. The GRP 1000, being the most basic of the
three, constitutes of a pole-mounted prism that attaches to the trolley in order to provide for the
georeferencing. The GRP 3000 is an extension of the 1000, which has the prism mounted onto a
battery column, with an additional laser profiler taking measurements of single points or entire
profiles. The GRP 3000 can work in two modes – the relative 2D mode in which the position is
determined by the track stationing, and the profile points measured by the laser is positioned from
the trolley position along with its orientation parameters such as gauge and cant – and the 3D mode
whereas the position is determined by a total station at given intervals. Depending on whether the
surveying task is a cross section survey in an open track or a profile survey in a tunnel, the profiling
unit works at different intervals, for instance taking cross sections every 25 meters with 10 points in
the first case and every 5 meter with 50 points in the latter. The GRP 5000 is the last and most
advanced in the sensor series and is also the object of analysis treated in this report. A profiling laser
scanner with its belonging battery column is mounted onto the trolley, and on top of this a prism is
attached. The trolley position is determined by a total station (or GPS receiver) and track gauging is
like the above cases measured
continuously by the trolley. The main
difference is the profiling laser
scanner, which measures continuous
profiles, resulting in a dense point,
cloud which can be used for complete
clearance analysis, 3D modeling and
more. The point spacing depends on
two factors; the forward speed of the
trolley, which affects the along track
distance between point profiles, and
the laser scanner’s performance for
the number of points per rotation,
which mainly affects point spacing in a
profile section. Different rotation
speeds can be set, but the number of
points per profile is traded off
Figure 1. The GRP 5000 mounted on the TGS FX trolley, here
accordingly. These aspects should be
seen without a prism. Shown in transparent are the GRP 1000 in
front
of the GRP 3000.
considered together, to obtain an
even point density resolution.
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4.2 GRP 5000 Layout
The system can be divided into different components: the trolley, the scanner, a computer and a
georeferencing unit.
The trolley is composed of three sections. With reference to Figure 1 these are the left section, which
is the left “arm”, from the left wheel to the battery bracket, the middle section, which reaches from
the battery bracket to just before the computer rod bracket, and the right section, which is the two
wheel part. The left and right sections are always used when scanning, containing all the necessary
measurement units, brackets and sockets. The middle part comes in several different sizes, making it
possible to scan at different nominal gauges ranging from 1067-1676 mm. One measuring device of
the trolley is the gauge measuring device (seen above the left wheel in Figure 1) which measures the
gauge at a default of 14 mm below top of the rail, as well as functioning as a locking device making
sure the trolley stays on track as the two wheel part bears against the rail whilst the single wheel lies
free on top. The gauge device gives an interval of (-25,+65) mm to the nominal gauge. Further
measuring devices constitutes of the odometer which is integrated in the left wheel and measuring
chainage, and the cant sensor which measures the along and across track tilt angle of the trolley.
The laser scanner is of a profiling type and supported models are the Profiler 5002 and 5003,
manufactured by Amberg, where the former one gives the highest performance. Other compatible
scanners are the Leica HDS6000/6100 and Zoller Frölich Imager 5006. The maximum data acquisition
rate is up to 500 000 points/second, and 100 rotations/second which yields a 2x2 cm resolution at a
walking speed of 4 km/h, which is typical for clearance analysis. A battery column additional to the
default one can be attached to position the scanner at a higher elevation, a useful option when
wanting to cover platforms etc.
The system is compatible with any ordinary laptop running Windows, however, since a lot of
scanning is done in the field, it may be a good choice to obtain a computer with a higher IP code than
those of the ordinary (IP – International Protection Rating defines a product’s resistance to water,
dust etc). Amberg rail is the name of the software used and is run both in the field when capturing
data as well as out of the field for pre/post processing. Jobs and projects are created beforehand,
and maintained after a scan, and the software displays captured data in real-time making it possible
to see positions, rail properties etc. in the field. Additional software modules can be implemented to
increase operational performance. More on the software can be found in part 4.4 below.
Georeferencing of the GRP5000 can be done in two ways: with a total station or with GPS. When
using a total station two control points are needed, one for the total station and one used for
orientation, as usual when establishing position and bearing. Extra control points, however,
contribute to redundancy when adjusting the network, and a normal procedure when performing
corridor measurements such as for the rail is to have a forward and back sight for each setup, easily
obtained by leapfrogging (forced centering). When using GPS, the GPS antenna is mounted directly
on the trolley, but with the precision usually associated with railway surveying, RTK networks or
equivalent is required, which directly or indirectly involves a number of control points.
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4.3 Measurement procedures
Preparations
All scans and measurements are handled as jobs in a project in the used software, which means that
a project has to be created before scanning can take place. A project can contain several different
lines, which in turn can contain several different tracks, and a job is created for a planned scanning
session of any of these tracks. A common approach is to create a job for a certain stretch of track
that will be scanned at one occasion, making it easier to manage the post-processing procedure,
especially when scanning and post-processing is done on a day to day basis.
Further steps in the pre-processing include setting parameters, like communication details for
TPS/GPS, scanner etc., units, track parameters and setting threshold values for various
measurements that will generate warning messages if they should be met.
Measuring
The scanning procedure commences with the trolley being set up and placed on the track, after
which a cant calibration is performed by running a calibration application and turning the trolley 180
degrees. Next, the computer connects to the components, i.e. the laser scanner, TPS/GPS and trolley.
If a GPS is used, the established position is continuously updated and sent to the computer for
further process. In the case of using total stations as reference, a Leica TPS station has to be
established before scanning can begin. Once established the TPS locks on the trolley’s prism and
follows it as the trolley moves, making it important that no obstacles like poles or people break the
line of sight, which would result in a disconnection. The TPS and the trolley communicate via radio
link, and the measured positions of the trolley is continuously sent to the computer which together
with information from the laser scanner and the trolley gauges makes all necessary calculations in
order to save profile points as well as track points. When scanning in relative mode no
georeferenceing is done, and the track axis position is instead determined by the stationing
measured by the odometer. All measured parameters, including the like of travelling speed and
distance to TPS, as well as a profile image are updated and displayed in real-time. Besides from
measuring as-built parameters of the track, the trolley can also be used for follow-up assessment
after tamping, slab track installations etc.
Post-processing
As a first step a pre-processing of the captured data is done in order to convert device dependant
measurements into a general format used by the software. Merged pre-processed data from one or
several jobs is denoted as an application, which in turn provides the possibility of various postprocessing options depending on the application and the sought results. Merged jobs becoming an
application depends on what measurements/modules that have been used/licensed, and the most
recent data is used for the merge, i.e. if jobs overlap the same track section, the most recent will
overwrite the older data. Repositioning of control and measured points is possible if total stations
have been used for georeferencing.
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4.4 Software environment
The software used is made up of several different components depending on the user’s preferences
and licensing. The software is used both in the field when measuring and in the office for
preparations and processing. The different software modules are briefly described below, followed
by
Amberg rail basic – is as the name implies the basic platform from which other software modules can
be added to. The functionality provides for projects and jobs to be created, the definitions of railway
lines and tracks, as well as user input of track design data such as design parameters of the track
(gauge, alignment, cant etc.), clearance data, control points etc. Preferences and settings are also
done for the various configurations.
Survey – This module supports post-processing of the data measured by the trolley platform, i.e.
track geometry parameters. This allows for analyses involving the as-built track such as re-design
planning, quality assessment and documentation. If TPS is used for positioning, corrections can be
made to control points and positions in arrears. The track can be displayed graphically in a
coordinate grid, as well as track parameters and their deviations in a side by side manner, as typically
shown as a 2D plot where one axis contains distance (stationing) and the other the deviation in its
proper unit. Complementary to the graphic views are tables showing all track parameters and
information. Out of limit deviations defined by the user will give rise to warnings shown in red, both
graphically and for the table data. Graphic and text reports can be printed, and the measured data
can be exported in ASCII, DXF and LandXML formats.
Clearance and Clearance Plus – These modules allow for clearance analysis, where the plus version
contains more functionality. The point density in the profile section depends on the set rotation
speed of the scanner, which together with the opted point density in the stationing direction will
provide a maximum travelling speed, and if exceeded when measuring a warning is shown. A number
of filters can be applied to sort out points that are not of interest, for example based on vertical
angle or intensity value, and color schemes can be applied for visualizations of features like clearance
distances. Various other visibility options of for instance grids and instruments can be modified.
Scanning can be set to continuous, manual snapshots or automatic interval snapshots. Clearance
analysis can be made where each scanned point’s distance to a defined envelope or section is
evaluated. Moreover the scanned points can each have their absolute coordinates evaluated.
Visualized scan data can be exported as TIFF’s, and point cloud data can be exported in PTS or ASCII
formats. Additionally, movie simulations running along the track can be exported, displaying the
same visualization options mentioned above. Profiles can be exported to ASCII and DXF, as well as to
third party software like TopoRail, ClearRoute and LIRA.
Tamping – This module supports the post-processing of track data, mainly for tamping operations.
Definitions of tamping ramps, exporting of correction files to tamping machines and final acceptance
assessment are some of the main features. Like above, reports can be put together and exporting to
ASCII is possible.
Slabtrack – This module aids the setting out of a new slab track as well as acceptance measurements
for the final construction. Corrections are calculated for the positioning of the track accompanied by
graphic deviation axes for a better overview.
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4.5 A technical description
Positioning of the trolley and captured laser data
Points scanned will at first be expressed in the laser scanner’s reference system, the l-frame, also
known as the Canted Coordinate system. The axes of the l-frame are defined as follows: the x-axis is
in the direction of motion, perpendicular to the y/z plane of the scanned profile. The y-axis is
pointing to the right when looking in the direction of progression and the z-axis is pointing up. Scan
parameters of a scanned point are the deflecting angle θ and the distance d.
A scanned point p can be expressed in l-frame as:
Δx
0
pl = Δy = dcosθ
dsinθ
Δz
To express pl in some known reference system, known
control points has to be present to which the scanned points
can be related (cf. Background/performance chapter). To
express the point pl in e-frame (the chosen reference system
Figure 2.The properties of the l-frame,
and the same frame the control points are expressed in) a
looking in the direction of travel, which
number of translations has to be done, and also a rotation
coincides with the x-axis
since the axes of the l-frame/trolley are not aligned with the
axes of the reference system. This is accomplished through a Helmert transformation (6-parameter –
3 translations and 3 rotations). The translation is the l-frame’s offset in relation to the origin of the eframe, i.e. one translation for each axis.
For georeferencing, the absolute position is
provided by the prism or the GPS antenna.
However, since there is only one point
georeferenced, this data does not give any
indication of the orientation of the trolley.
Orientation can be expressed by the three
parameters roll, pitch and yaw, which describe the
change in orientation from a defined state and
azimuth. The roll angle (tilt) is the deviation angle
from a horizontal plane in the cross section of the
Figure 3. Roll, pitch and yaw.
track, and is determined by a cant sensor in the
trolley. There is no cant sensor in the longitudinal direction (pitch angle), so the tilt at slopes is
determined by the trajectory of the prism/GPS, given at two consecutive moments. For a train, a
small scope exists between the track gauge and the flange gauge, which theoretically could give rise
to a change in the yaw angle. For the GRP trolley however, the gauge locking device bearing against
the rails should, if applied properly, not give rise to any yaw drift or wobble that affects the
measurements appreciably.
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When the trolley travels down the track, it momentarily defines its track axis as the x-axis, and as the
user has specified how the trolley is placed on the track and what modules are used it is possible to
define a y and z axis perpendicular to one another and the x axis (cf. Figure 2). Knowing the internal
geometry of the trolley and its parts, scanned points can be translated from the scanner coordinate
system (l-frame) into the (relative) track coordinate system (CTC – Canted Track Coordinate system).
Knowing the track tilt from the cant sensor, the scanned points in the CTC system can be rotated into
an Uncanted Track Coordinate system (UTC), see
Figure 4. When scanning in relative mode, i.e. with no
georeferencing, the scanned points will ultimately be
expressed in the UTC system, which together with the
stationing will be a unique combination for each point.
When using georeferencing, the position is established
from the prism (or GPS antenna). The trajectory of the
prism which describes the orientation of the x-axis is
Figure 4. Relations between UTC and CTC
transformed down to the UTC implying that its x-axis
systems.
will always be in the momentarily longitudinal
direction of the track. Further, for each scanned point, a known 3D track axis point is determined in
the absolute system (e-frame), which will be the origin of the UTC system. In relative measurements,
the 3D track axis point will be defined in a similar way, only not georeferenced, but instead expressed
with the stationing, providing a “pseudo” global coordinate system. Lastly, after a rotation to align
UTC axes with e-frame axes, all scanned points can be expressed in e-frame.
The update rate of the absolute position of the trolley determined by the total station is 7 Hz, i.e. 7
times per second. Depending on the travelling speed, this means that the track axis point is absolute
positioned with a certain distance (e.g. every 0.2 m for a travelling speed of 1.4 m/s). Between these
known positions, track axis points are positioned using advanced splining techniques providing a
continuous absolute position of the track center.

)
Expressing the georeferencing mathematically, there is a number of translations (denoted 

and rotations (denoted 
) to be done. From l-frame to CTC frame there is a translation, and

from CTC frame to UTC frame there is a rotation (the cant). Point p expressed in UTC is therefore:

 =   + 
∙
(eq. 1)
where R is a 2x2 rotation matrix (similar to R2 below but with no second column or row).



Expressing UTC coordinates in e-frame, a number of translations have to be done; !"
, !"$%&
,


%&$
, and also a rotation to align the axes of UTC with the axes of e-frame, denoted 
:





 = !"
+ !"$%&
+ %&$
+ 
∙

(eq. 2)

Inserting eq. A1 into eq. A2 yields:






 = !"
+ !"$%&
+ %&$
+ 
∙  + 
∙
∙
Cf. Figure 5. See also below for definitions of T and R.
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(eq. 3)

Figure 5. Georeferencing of a point

A translation vector from a-frame to b-frame can be defined as Tab = [Δxab Δyab Δzab]T where sub- and
superscript indicates the offset between a- and b-frame.
A 3D rotation can be seen as three rotations, one for each axis, to get an b-frame’s axes aligned with
the axes of the target a-frame. The three rotation matrices can be expressed as:
1
0
0
R1(α) = 0 cos(α* sin(α* 
0 +sin(α* cos(α*

R2(β) = 

cos(β* 0 +sin(β*
0
1
0 
sin(β* 0 cos(β*

cos(γ* sin(γ* 0
R3(γ) = +sin(γ* cos(γ* 0
0
0
1

where R1,R2 and R3 are the counter clockwise rotation of the axes around the x, y and z axis
respectively (which corresponds to the transformed vector being rotated clockwise, reversing
rotation direction will change sign of the sin functions in the matrices). Multiplying the three
matrices with each other yields a single rotation matrix as Rba = R1∙ R2∙ R3. The indices a, b of R
indicates the rotation from system b to system a. Any combination of the three rotation matrices will
provide a valid rotation matrix, however, the angles α, β, γ will not be the same. Knowing the
orientation of a-frame and b-frame, the rotation angles can be calculated.
When using GPS instead of total station, the same approach applies with the difference being the




translation vectors !"
and !"$%&
that are replaced with .!"
, and %&$
being replaced


.
with .!"$
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Trolley sensors – odometer, inclinometer & gauge device
The odometer is the device measuring the chainage (stationing), i.e. the travelled distance. A gear
ring is mounted onto the wheel on the single wheel part of the trolley, consisting of cogs placed at
even intervals. Two optical sensors are placed perpendicular to the gear ring in such a way that they
face the fringe of the gear ring. This way, the sensors can register when the cogs roll by due to their
closer distance. The sensors are placed in an internal offset so that four states can be registered; left,
right, both, none – this indicating if a cog is registered by the sensors at the given moment. As the
wheel turns, these four states will alternate, sending impulses that are being registered by the
computer. This gives a resolution of 5 mm to the 10 cm diameter wheel.
The inclinometer (tilt sensor) is of a pendulum type. This kind of tilt sensor consists of two electrodes
with a pendulum being present between them. A viscous fluid fills up the room where these devices
are present, which reduces the influences on the sensor caused by vibrations and jolts. As the sensor
is tilted, the pendulum will remain vertical and thus come closer to one of the electrodes. The
capacity between the electrodes is measured, which in turn can be used for determining the angle of
the tilt. The range of the cant sensor is specified as +/- 260 mm at a standard gauge of 1435 mm.
The gauge measuring device is of a potentiometer type. This works in such a way that when the
gauge varies, the gauge rod will be push in/out, which will vary the length and thereby the resistance
for an electrical current. A default resistance is obtained from a calibration procedure, and any
deviation from this can be used for evaluating the change in length/gauge. The interval of the gauge
device from the nominal gauge is specified as -25 mm to + 65 mm.
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5 SURVEYING AND RECORDING OF THE RAILWAY ENVIRONMENT
5.1 Aspects
General
There are several aspects to consider when dealing with the railway environment. The most obvious
one might be the track, or more specifically the track geometry, which must meet the set
requirements in order to secure a safe operation of trains. Besides from minimizing the chances of
derailment, the geometry also ensures a smooth ride and an optimization of speed. The track
geometry has several components which are recorded by the GRP 5000, see above sections for
details. An aspect to remember about the GRP 5000 is that it only records the actual track geometry,
and not the aspects affecting it, contrary to other measuring devices. Another vital aspect in the
railway environment is clearance analysis; see below for descriptions and measurement procedure.
Several other methods and techniques have been developed to evaluate affecting parameters such
as ballast, sleeper, railhead assessment and more. These are not measured by the GRP unit but are
nevertheless mentioned for the sake of completeness.
Track geometry
The track geometry is one of the most important aspects in the railway environment. Besides those
aspects mentioned above, proper and maintained track geometry will also minimize the dynamic
forces caused by the wheel-rail interaction, an aspect which contributes a lot not only to passenger
comfort, but also the degradation rate of the track itself. Esveld (2001) mentions the four primary
track geometry parameters as gauge, cant, alignment and level, which can all be seen in a cross
section of the track and all of whom may vary independently as the stationing vary, see Figure 6.
The track gauge is the distance between the inner sides of the two railheads. It is measured 14 mm
below the railheads to avoid variations due to rail wear and the railhead radius of 13 mm. The most
commonly used track gauge is 1435 mm, also known as standard gauge, used by more than half of
the existing railways in the world. About six other gauges are standard in certain countries and are
called narrow or broad gauge depending on the comparison with the standard gauge. The gauge is
sometimes widened in curves and the tolerance for it varies depending on set regulations, train
speed etc.
Cant (or superelevation or crosslevel) is the tilting of the track in curves in order to compensate the
centripetal force. A long enough radius of a curve doesn’t need the rail to be tilted and is usually
preferred where applicable (Esveld, 2001), but where sharper curves are needed a cant of the rail is
necessary. The cant is measured as the vertical distance between the two railheads. The proper cant
can be obtained either by raising the outer rail and keeping the inner rail as default, or by raising the
outer rail by half the cant and lowering the inner rail by half the cant. An optimum cant seldom
matches the maximum travel speed of the track since slower moving trains or temporary stationary
trains would then “tip” into the curve. This lower cant results in a stronger force on, and wear of, the
outer rail for trains travelling at a maximum speed.
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Alignment (horizontal alignment) is the track’s
displacement in the horizontal plane. It can be
seen as the actual track centre’s (track axis)
offset from the design track centre in the
horizontal plane.
Figure 6. The primary geometry components of a track.

Level (vertical alignment) is the track’s
displacement in the vertical plane.
Twist is another important parameter in track geometry and differs from the above mentioned since
it is measured over a length of track and not the cross section. It
is defined as the difference in cant over a given length.
Chord and versine are two other parameters that are used for
describing the vertical and horizontal alignment. For a given
curve, two points can be placed on the track at a distance from
one another, where a straight line between them would define
the chord. The distance from the midpoint of the chord to the
railway track is then defined as the versine (versed sine of the
angle α), c.f. Figure 7.
Figure 7. The chord and versine of
a curve, here displayed in the unit
In the horizontal plane, the track can be divided into three parts,
circle.
straights, circular curves and transition curves, the latter being
used between straights and curves, and that can be designed in various ways where the most
common is the clothoid. In the vertical plane only straights and curves exist, i.e. no transition curves.

Clearance analysis
Clearance analysis is done to make sure there are enough free space and no risk of collision with
obstacles like tunnel underbreak, catenary posts, installations etc. It’s also done to monitor
vegetation growth along the track, which can become an obstacle with time or in the event of fallen
trees.
Tunnels
Tunnels can be regarded as a segment of their own since the maintenance and operational aspects
are not directly connected to the operation of trains in particular. Delatte et al. (2007) mentions
some of the most important elements of tunnel deterioration, mainly based on the results of
interviews conducted with railway operators.
Water leakage is considered as one of the major contributors to tunnel deterioration. A lot of tunnels
are located either under water or below the groundwater level, which increases the water intrusion
in the structures. Water intrusion contributes to soil erosion behind tunnel walls, propagation of
cracks in the lining as well as corrosion of concrete. Cracks are another concern that occurs in
tunnels. Different elements give rise to cracks, where some are natural geological movements,
tensions inflicted by different loads, vibrations etc. Spalling of concrete arise when material in the
lining expand. This can for example be caused by corrosion of steel reinforcement embedded in the
concrete, or frost erosion. Additionally, general steel constructions not embedded in concrete are
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also a subject of corrosion. The different deteriorations can also speed up the process of one
another, for instance, cracks and spalling give rise to more water leakage, which in turn can result in
spreading of cracks and more spalling.
Other aspects concerning tunnels are pressure changes due to airflow, ventilation etc. These aspects
are treated in the “CFD” section under “Alternative applications of laser data”, below.
Complementary aspects
Even though good rail geometry is kept, the rail itself must be in a good enough condition not to
jeopardize the safety. Rail wear results in the rail head profile to differ from the intended one, in
terms of lateral and height offset. A number of different cracks can occur in the rail, differed from
one another by their orientation, placement etc in the rail. Other types of defects like shelling,
spalling and corrugation results in various deformations of the rail as well. The rail is welded together
and structural changes can occur in the heat-affected zone.
Ballast is crushed rock at a given interval of fraction, meaning there is a lower and upper limit of the
grain size. The ballast bed serves as a supporting structure for the track and track geometry, taking
up and distributing the forces caused by railway traffic. The ballast also provides drainage, noise
reduction etc. Over time settlements will occur due to the traffic load forces, and the drainage and
stress distribution will be significantly reduced when a high enough limit of pollution is present in the
ballast. To remove the pollution, ballast cleaning is performed, a procedure where the ballast is
locally removed by a ballast cleaning machined and filtered from finer grains whereupon the coarser
ballast is returned to the ballast bed. To compensate the settlement of the track tamping is
performed, a procedure where a tamping machine lifts the rail to the proper position and
horizontally tamps the gravel under the sleepers to fill up the deteriorated gravel. When new rail is
installed, tamping is done in multiple turns, called “tamping ramps”, since the correction magnitude
of a tamping run is limited.
Slab track is a ballast-free solution where the rail is fastened to a concrete flooring. The maintenance
compared to ballasted track is much lower and tracks are more often being built with this technique
(Esveld, 2001). Due to the concrete foundation and the fact that it’s more difficult to adjust the
layout once put in place compared to a ballasted track, it is important to secure the right geometry
from the beginning, an aspect that demands high accuracy from the measuring devices used. Slab
track is a common solution for high-speed tracks, where deviation tolerances are strict.
Sleepers are what the rail rests on and is attached to, traditionally made by wood but in modern
times commonly made from concrete as well. One problem associated with concrete sleepers is
cracks, which will significantly reduce the load bearing function of it. Wooden sleepers are treated
with creosote in order to preserve its strength.
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5.2 Measuring devices
A number of different measuring devices have been developed to assess the different parts of the
railway. Some specify on a particular aspect while others measure a range of different parameters.
There are fully developed solutions from manufacturers like Plasser & Theurer and Amberg, but a
common way of performing track recording is by using custom assembled solutions by the railway
operators themselves.
Track geometry is usually measured by track recording vehicles (TRV) (Figure 8). Trolleys like the GRP
unit are also favorable for limited distances. “Manual” recording of track parameters can be done as
well, but is likely limited to spot assessments due to the time inefficiency (Figure 9).

Figure 8. The EM120 track geometry measuring
car made by Plasser & Theurer.

Figure 9. A track gauge and superelevation
measuring device by Robel.

Clearance analysis has traditionally been carried out by clearance cars. The early clearance cars
consisted of hard profiles of e.g. wood that were run through tunnels to see that there was enough
room. Another approach was to have a soft material that broke off when hit, resulting in the actual
minimum profile. The traditional method in modern time is similar, where outwards pointing rods
are attached to a train car. When the rods are hit by an obstruction, they bend backwards until the
obstacle has past, where upon they spring back. The bend is registered for each rod and associated
with the chainage, making it possible to achieve a realistic clearance profile based on the chainage,
though only for objects close enough to reach the rods. A simpler way of clearance assessment also
used is to a build physical mockup of a train and have it run on the tracks, this is of course more
suitable where only one type of train is to be used. More technical solutions exist for clearance
analysis as well, where photogrammetry is the major one besides from laser scanning. Laser scanning
is however more common and applied more often as the availability of the technology and products
become more present. A combination of the two technologies is in use and provides for accurate
measurements.
For the other elements that make up the railway environment a number of measuring devices exist.
The railhead profile is usually scanned by TRVs where a common procedure is to have lasers for
cross-sectional illumination of the rail and CCD-cameras taking pictures at given intervals, followed
by image processing to provide railhead profiles. The strong intensity of the lasers means that cooling
systems sometimes are needed. The rail head profile can also be measured by contact devices, such
as the handheld MINIPROF, but measuring times of 5 seconds per profile doesn’t provide for
continuous monitoring. Video recording of the rail is also common practice, used for inspection of
cracks, joints etc. Internal cracks and faults are measured by ultrasonic equipment, either by train or
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hand operated devices. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a method used for checking the
substructure of the ballast, which analyzes the reflected radio waves to determine the status of the
substructure. As different layers give different backscatter, mapping can be done for the various
layers and their contents, something useful for discovering soil mixed and polluted ballast, as well as
for drainage problems. For train tracks with overhead wiring it is interesting to know the relative
placement between the track and the wire, which can be determined with good precision by a laser
measuring device mounted on a TRV (see below) or trolley.
TRV -Track Recording Vehicles
TRVs are the main equipment for recording of the track. With a measuring speed of 30-250 km/h
they are the only reasonable option for the often vast stretches of track that has to be measured
regularly; a total length of over 60 000 km in Sweden every year (Trafikverket, 2010). Even though
TRVs are manufactured and sold by some companies like Plasser & Theurer, it is common for rail
operators to modify an ordinary train car or engine with measuring devices. Different techniques
exist for measuring the track, where the classic and most applied system is contact based (Esveld,
2001), where gauge and horizontal and vertical versines are measured by telescopic axles pressed
against the rail, and the cross level is measured by a gyroscope. For non-contact devices the gauge is
measured by optical laser devices. Other parameters are recorded by inertial systems by acceleration
measurements or strap-down devices. Some advantages of inertial measurements are good accuracy
and the possibility to record long-wave properties of the track.
The upside of having measuring devices installed to a TRV is the option of adding more devices based
on ones needs. Like stated above, a TRV can be equipped with track, rail and overhead wire
recording equipment, video recording, as well as more advanced technology like GPR or ultrasonic.
The positioning and track measuring is done by IMU and odometers, and sometimes complemented
with GPS integration, which reduces the error propagation of dead reckoning. Laser scanning for
clearance analysis is also done with TRVs. The laser scanners used differ from other profile scanners
like the one used on GRP 5000, which normally scan profiles perpendicular to the track direction and
with a vertical field of view of 310˚ (Leica HDS 6200), i.e. not scanning the track area. Vehicle
mounted laser scanners however shoot the laser beam in the direction of travel, with a rotating tilted
mirror deflecting the laser beam, providing a 360˚ vertical field of view and a continuous helixshaped scan line (e.g. Amberg’s XRide, Fraunhofer CPS etc). Vehicle-mounted laser scanners can also
scan perpendicular to the track axis, but is then mounted at the front of the train, still providing a
360˚ vertical field of view. With a point/profile spacing of about 10 cm at a travelling speed of 50
km/h, the withheld resolution is many times regarded as sufficient for clearance analysis, and cosynchronization of several laser scanners provide the ability of denser profiles or faster measuring
speeds (Mettenleiter et al. (2008).

Trolleys
A number of different trolleys exist for track recording. Some trolleys have been custom built by e.g.
contractors or train operators themselves and are thus seldom available for purchase, while others
are for sale or hire with sometimes a large array of extra features. Many trolleys measure the track
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geometry only while a few others have other features as well, that can be compared to the GRP
5000.
The use of trolleys are not to be directly compared to TRVs due to their differences in work speed,
although some aspects are discussed in the below section “comparison”. Typical applications of
trolleys are assessment of the track before and after tamping operations as well as other track
related work, follow-ups from TRV recordings indicating bad geometry, documentation, slab track
installation, and measuring of shorter track stretches.
Krab light is designed by the Czech company KŽV and measures
the four track parameters as well as twist, plus a few other.
Odometer is optional. The accuracy is claimed to be 0.1 mm
except for the absolute value of cant which is 0.2 mm.
Additional sensors can be attached which measures parameters
specific for switches and crossings such as the groove of wing
and guard rail. Alignment is measured with versines.
Figure 10. Krab light.

Figure 11. TEE trolley.

The TEE trolley made by GRAW measures the four geometry
parameters with a claimed accuracy of 0.1 mm. Chainage is also
measured which gives the option of calculating the twist.
Upgrades can be made similar to the Krab trolley where it’s
possible to record switch parameters. Additional upgrades can
be made such as a laser range finder which can measure
clearance distance from the track axis in a point by point
manner, not too unlike the feature of GRP 3000. A prism can
also be mounted in order to georeference the measurements.
Donfabs&Consillia has a range of track measuring trolleys
where one, the Portable Track Surveying Trolley (PTST),
measures the standard rail parameters as well as switch
clearance and rail topography, and optional add-ons measuring
the rail conductor, sleeper height etc. Other trolleys exist as
well which measures track parameters and related features like
flangeway gap etc.

Figure 12. PTST trolley.

The LineCheck trolley by Mermec group measures all track
geometry parameters including twist and has additional devices
for the recording of rail profile and rail wear.

Figure 13. LineChech trolley.
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Figure 14. Spacetec’s TS2 scanner mounted on
a track trolley.

The TS2 scanner produced by Spacetec is mounted on
a track trolley and the system records track
parameters as well as laser data for clearance analysis,
not too unlike the GRP unit. All solutions, both
hardware and software are developed by the company
themselves. Some direct differences with the GRP unit
is the ability to fold down the battery column for
transport, an electrical help motor, and the scanner
itself which records on two channels for image
recording and laser scanning.

The swiss trolley (Glaus, 2006) was
developed at the institute of geodesy and
photogrammetry of ETH Zürich in
collaboration with a number of others;
universities, companies and official
agencies. It can be set up and used for
different purposes, where the most
advanced setup is of interest in this report
given the close nature to the GRP unit, i.e.
where georeferencing and sensors are
utilized.
The georeferencing is primarily done by
Figure 15. The Swiss trolley.
GPS to provide true kinematic
measurements contrary to the stop-and-go nature of total stations. However, tracking total stations
can be used alone or as a complement where GPS signals fail to position with required accuracy.
Glaus (2006) specifically points out that GPS measurements fulfill most accuracy requirements
contrary to the general opinion that submillimeter accuracy has to be obtained in railway surveying.
Odometer values are also accounted for when positioning. The basic devices measure gradient, cant,
gauge and chainage, also making it possible to measure twist. Double odometers are used for the
determination of bearing when measuring without external positioning. Gauge measurement is done
by two small levers pressed against the running rails by springs. Any differ in gauge causes the levers
to deflect which is registered by two angular transducers. This technique also provides the possibility
of monitoring and correcting trolley wobble. Claimed accuracy is 0.1 mm if calibration is done,
compared to 0.3 mm of the GRP unit, and the odometer has a claimed accuracy of 250 ppm (0.025%)
compared to GRP’s 0.5%, to mention a few accuracy parameters. A lot of work has been done to
describe and handle many types of error sources, from general applications like tracking total
stations, INS, physical phenomena as well as more specific features for the trolley like the sensors
used, sensor placement, synchronization etc.
The platform can be equipped with two laser scanners (SICK LMS). This type of scanner measures in
one plane with a field of view of 190˚, and they are mounted on the trolley in such a way that vertical
planes are measured. Further, the scanners are turned at an inwards angle of 45˚ to the direction of
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travel, meaning that the two vertical scan planes of the two scanners will intersect a short distance in
front of the trolley, in other words, seen from above the two scan lines will form a V-shape. Further
sensors include a high-speed camera for documentation, and the possibility of adding other
analytical devices like GPR, ultrasonic etc.
Manual
Manual inspection devices are mainly used for spot assessment or follow-ups from TRV reports.
Devices like these are often placed on the rail for static measurements. Another type of manual
inspection is visual inspections made on-site. Although new and innovative technologies and
methods for assessing many types of features in the railway environment exist, visual inspection is
still widely used. A reason for this could be the cost of implementing new solutions, and in relation to
this, many techniques and algorithms that exist for condition assessment and maintenance
optimization have been proven successful in various experiments made for research purposes, which
might not be regarded as fully reliable until extensive testing has been performed that vouches for
the robustness of such a method. Visual inspections can be optimized by using video recording
systems of rail, sleepers, sleeper fastenings and tunnel structures that skips the time-consuming
procedure of field visits, especially since semi-automatic image processing algorithms exists that
helps the supervisor. However, on-site inspections are still carried out, and for smaller railway
operators that might lack the option of having a fully equipped TRV, the manual inspection is the only
choice left.
Airborne
Although airborne techniques can be mentioned in the context of railway applications, the outcome
of the analysis cannot be compared to the purpose of “conventional” track recording systems.
Airborne methods are mainly made by helicopters which use lidar, video recording etc. for the
railway. The point density of the lidar data will be in the magnitude of 10 points per square meter,
which can indeed be used for analysis of volume mapping, slopes, structures etc, but in a way more
similar to DTMs than to TLS performed by a TRV.
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5.3 A comparison between the GRP 5000 and other devices
Even though TRVs have a somewhat different intended way of applications than trolleys, some
differences might be worth pointing out. A big distinction is the weight and portability of the two
systems. On one hand, high weight of a TRV can be good during measurements, since it then
measures the track geometry under load, which is the true scenario of the rail traffic. In this way, bad
geometry that occurs due to the forces implemented by the train is discovered and registered,
whereas they would go unnoticed when a trolley is used. Regardless of this fact, the weight and size
is more of a disadvantage, since many times the track has to be closed down when performing
measurements. The cost of using and maintaining a TRV is also higher than for a trolley. For general
track recording, a trolley cannot be compared with the TRV due to the slower work speed, but for
shorter stretches where e.g. maintenance is going to be or have been done, a trolley shows many
advantages. Due to the portability, it is easy to measure parts of a track at different locations in a
short time span, also the track is not occupied in the same way it is when using a TRV, although it’s
not uncommon to have the tracks closed down when using a trolley as well, due du safety concerns.
When M&R (Maintenance & Renewal) is undertaken however, the trolley is superior in that it can be
taken on track quickly for measurements and off to leave the track free for other machines. Another
strong property for trolleys is that they measure the actual track geometry, and when georeferenced
the geometries can be directly expressed in known coordinates, which for instance can be used by
tamping machines. The cost of having a TRV reduces the options of having one for smaller railway
operators, and trolleys can be a good substitute in those situations. Finally, TRV recordings are not
accurate enough for track renewals (Glaus, 2006), turning trolleys into strong candidates for the job.
The trolleys recording only track parameters might be regarded as belonging to another segment
since many lacks the option of adding sensors for clearance analysis and other non-track parameters,
but a comparison of track bound parameters could still be of interest. For the track recording,
horizontal and vertical versines for the left and right rail is a common way of measuring the
alignment of the track. This is often done with high precision, but due to the short chord line, long
wave patterns can be difficult to detect (Glaus, 2006). Other general parameters like gauge, cant etc.
are recordable, but one of the aspects that makes these trolleys good choices when recording the
track is the ability of adding auxiliary devices for other track features. Where some trolleys might just
pass switches, and sometimes with defective measurements due to rail gaps, guard rails etc, many of
these other trolleys provide a thorough and accurate recording of e.g. switches, where rail clearance
for switchblades, guardrails etc. are recorded. Moreover, attributes like rail head profile and wear
assessment, third rail and sleeper recording all provide the option of performing an almost complete
surveying of the track. Although some trolleys do have the option of georeferencing and using
profiling lasers, the GRP 5000 is superior to most in the sense that GPS and total stations, and
continuous laser scanning is supported.
The available data on the TS2 scanner/trolley mentioned above is limited, but a brief comparison
indicates much similarity to the GRP 5000. The design of the two trolleys is alike, and the scanners’
performances are also alike with maximum of 90Hz/100Hz frequency, and 10000 points per profile at
50 Hz. An interesting difference, besides from the minor ones like the help motor, is the ability to
record on two channels, which makes it possible to detect narrow cracks. Another difference is on
the software side. Many aspects are similar for both softwares, but Spacetec’s software have a focus
on tunnels, with features like temporal comparisons of track and image data, simulation of changes
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of track data, volume computations and implementation of other data, e.g. thermal. Little is however
to be found on other aspects like slab track installations, tamping integrations etc, which are some of
the advantages of the GRP.
When comparing with the Swiss trolley, some of the advantages that can be pointed out to the favor
of the GRP unit is the ability to adapt to most track gauges whereas the swiss trolley has a fixed
frame and thus only applicable to standard gauge. Furthermore, the laser spot diameter for the GRP
unit (leica HDS 6200) is 8 mm at a 25 m distance, compared with almost 100 mm for the SICK scanner
used on the swiss trolley when the best settings are applied (or 15 cm at 30 m distance, as stated in
Glaus (2006), although the technology there is a couple of years older), which in the latter case
affects object recognition, back scatter intensity etc negatively.
The way the two laser scanners are positioned (see above) provides a scanning of the entire track
area (besides shadows of course), i.e. besides from overhead and lateral objects, the ballast bed,
sleepers and track is scanned as well. This has both advantages and disadvantages. One upside is the
documentation of the track area which can be used for further analysis and treatment, another is the
ability of capturing objects facing the direction of travel. Some such objects might be of a flat nature,
e.g. signs, which will not be captured as good (or at all) when viewed from the “flat side”. On the
other hand, objects will always be scanned from a larger distance compared to a profiling scanner
due to the longitudinal parameter, which has a negative impact on resolution, accuracy, intensity and
other distance-dependant properties. Also, the upside of scanning objects facing the direction of
travel might at the same time obstruct other objects lying behind, which could then be missed. This
might be extra important for clearance analysis, which is why scans perpendicular to the track is to
prefer, something that Glaus (2006) also mentions. Additionally, single profiles might be of interest
which is easily captured with profilers like the GRP 5000, and much more complicated or even
impossible with forward looking scanners since object might partially block the line of sight of the
profile. Yoon et al. (2009) also points out that the geometric and radiometric results vary with range,
which is the reason for using a profiling unit in their analysis.
When it comes to additional sensors the swiss trolley has the upper hand with a high speed camera
and the possibility of adding GPR, ultrasonic and other devices, adding to its versatility.
Glaus (2006) points out that rail clearance at switches is limited, and trolleys who secure its position
on the track by e.g. a track gauge measuring devices that presses against the rail could have
difficulties of measuring the track accurately at such locations. A motivation for having extra
precision at switches and crossing (S&C), or at least to obtain the normal precision, could be that S&C
are of extra importance for the rail geometry in terms of error proneness and costs (Esveld, 2001).
The swiss trolley addresses this problem by having the lever solution described above, which does
not affect the accessibility of a rail. The gauge device on the GRP however, being around a
centimeter in width, has not indicated any problems in the context of rail clearance. The point
blades, frog (common crossing), wing rail and guard rail are things that put a limit to rail clearance,
but for the tested tracks that have standard components, no problems have been encountered. For
other types of components, e.g. solid frogs and girder rail used e.g. for tramway tracks, problems
could arise.
For a comparison of gauge measuring devices, the T-shape of the GRP means that the gauge is not
measured at a cross section of the track, c.f. “discussion” part under “Accuracy assessment”.
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5.4 Possible improvements
Trolley improvements
Pure accuracy-related discussions will not be raised here. The important aspect is that the measuring
technique at hand is accurate enough for the task. Improvements beyond this is a cost/benefit-factor
and since all accuracies can be improved, the line has to be drawn somewhere. Comparisons to other
systems might not be valid either given the different background or nature of the manufacturers. The
only accuracy related feature worth mentioning here concerns the gauge sensor, which indicated
coarser values than what is specified (c.f. chap. 6).Where improved accuracies affect other features
and the applicability of them, they will be mentioned.
The option of adding extra sensors to the platform should be of value since it would come closer to
being an “all-in-one” solution for track measurements. Cameras could be useful whether they are
external or integrated like in the case for the TS2 scanner mentioned above. Pictures could be used
for visualization purposes like documentation and draping of 3D surfaces, as well as for analytical
purposes; a common procedure for TRVs is to video document the rail to automatically detect
defects like rail failures, short wave patterns, worn-out welds, corrugation etc. With effective image
analysis algorithms cracks in the tunnel structure could also be discovered, something already done
by other companies. Further, an integrated or calibrated camera could produce colored point clouds,
which eases feature extraction (Sok & Adams, 2010), something that could be valuable if clustering
or GIS solutions are wished for. From a more general approach, image or video recording could
facilitate visual inspection and planning, thus reducing on-site inspections which are both time
consuming and safety related. A possibility of using GPR or ultrasonic like the swiss trolley should
also add to the versatility of the product, or other types of remote sensing devices, e.g. thermal. A
parallel can be drawn to Liu et al. (2005) which used GPR for crack detection of a tunnel lining, which
would further increase the use of such a sensor. Also, Silvast et al. (2010) briefly mentions that a
combination of geometry data of the track and the corresponding properties of the ballast (made
from GPR) should be examined together in order to estimate the economic cleaning limit of the
ballast bed.
Another key factor in railway maintenance discussed earlier is the railhead. The possibility of
recording railhead profiles with the GRP should be very useful, but the realization of it could be
harder to implement. If the scanner placement or trolley design would be in such a way that the
railhead would be visible to the profiling scanner, filtering techniques should be easily applicable to
extract the rail and thus have its data accuracy dependant of the scanner performance only.
However, the stated accuracy of profiling scanners of a couple of millimeters is still too coarse to be
used for railhead profiling. Contact devices taking profiles in a few seconds are too time consuming
for kinematic measurements, and for interval recording there’s no benefit of integrating stand-alone
products with a trolley. Optical methods should be the most potential option, and although TRVbased profiling systems might be too unwieldy for trolley platforms, smaller solutions exist, such as
the TrackView measuring device made by BeenaVision.
Considering the potential of extra sensors, the trolley could be easily adapted with mountings etc.
that fit certain third party solutions. On the software side it could be a bit more work, especially if the
data is to be integrated with other parameters, but aside from this, the additional data could be
treated separately with only the positioning being of interest for import. With recognized software
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solutions like Optram, which supports various types of measurements (e.g. ultrasonic), the possibility
of using them on a trolley like the GRP should only be of value.
The option of performing relative scanning and measuring with the GRP, i.e. when no georeferencing
is done, is something that is supported by the product. However, with the lack of an extra odometer
for “the other side” and the lack of a cant sensor in the longitudinal direction, the system cannot
register any horizontal or vertical curves. With an extra odometer, two distance measurements will
be measured, and when differing, the curve radius is easily obtainable, as similar to the swiss trolley.
This also provides the possibility of obtaining the track axis. A longitudinal tilt sensor would be able
to register the vertical curves, not with the same precision as for chord measurements perhaps, but
at least enough for a good representation. These solutions also give rise to another possibility; if the
odometer accuracy was to match the set requirements for the railway environment, relative
scanning could be performed significantly faster than TPS setups, and georeferencing of the entire
point cloud and track points could be done in arrears by setting known coordinates to points in the
point cloud, e.g. scanned targets that have been measured in the field by a total station. In relation
to this improvement aspect, it should be pointed out that Amberg can and has done modifications to
the GRP unit by adding extra odometers, on behalf of customers’ requirements.
A drawback sometimes pointed out in the context of TPS georeferencing is the abrupt work flow
caused by the changing of total stations, which leads to a few minutes of standing still each time.
Solutions to overcome this could be a quicker shift between the two total stations either by entering
control point numbers and such in advance, making it possible to disconnect and connect to the new
TPS by the touch of a button, or by having dual communications with both total stations for a nonstop transition. If the trolley position was to be sent to the new total station this could automatically
start to track the trolley, and by communication between the two total stations the new TPS could
take over the georeferencing of the trolley. Solutions like this one involve third party products
however, which may be a bit out of place in this report. It should also be pointed out that under
normal circumstances both equipment and personnel is limited, and when leapfrogging with e.g. two
total stations with a distance of less than 200 meters in between, the trolley advances fast and the
break from changing total stations often depends on personnel transport and TPS setups rather than
slow change rate of the trolley. This could of course be overcome by preparing multiple TPS setups in
advance, but even though applications where the measuring rate has to be that high might exist, the
logistics and cost would not overweigh the few minutes of time gained for normal applications.
The gauge measuring device seems to work fine for most track types in terms of rail clearance (c.f.
comparison with the swiss trolley above). However, the usability of the GRP trolley would be
increased if the device was modified to handle girder rail types and grooved frogs at crossings.
Alternative mechanical designs like the one used on the swiss trolley could be one solution, as well as
non-contact approaches of laser. Regardless of this, for a more thorough recording of switches,
auxiliary add-ons might be of value, similar to those used by the Krab or TEE trolley.
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Software improvements
Difficulties can arise when discussing software improvements since it might be hard to discern a clear
line between what the software should be able to handle and what is best left for specialized
software. Numerous software solutions exist that treat railway data in different ways, for very
specific features as well as for general tasks. These are both software that can import “independent”
data from various sources, as well as software that is coherent with a specific measuring device.
The track data parameters and their deviations along the stationing can be viewed as graphs, where
out of bounds values are marked. The main objective of the laser data to perform clearance analysis
has several functionalities where e.g. envelopes can be defined, dynamic clearance analysis can be
carried out etc. Further, the laser data can be viewed as a laser photo with different projections.
A possible improvement for the track data could be a more advanced assessment of the track quality
than just analyzing the single parameters isolated from one another. Luber (2009) treats this aspect,
and claims that pure track geometry information is not enough for evaluating track quality, but that
predicted vehicle forces should be taken into account, based various input data like vehicle type. By
using “representative transfer functions” the vehicle reaction can be predicted, which leads to a
rail/vehicle interaction analysis. Besides from this, a common way of evaluating track quality is by
analyzing the track data in relation the whole. Separately treated, the track parameters deviation
may be within the limits of tolerance, but if several of these deviations occur at the same place, the
vehicle response (VR) forces might be too high. Several algorithms for evaluating track quality exist
and are applied by different railroad agencies, where a common standard is “Track Quality Index”
(TQI). El-Sibaie and Zhang (2004) discusses improvements on the calculation of TQI’s as the
traditional ways have a difficulty of meeting the new safety standards of some authorities. These
types of track geometry evaluations could be of interest on the software side, but as already
mentioned, specialized software handles these kinds of functions and more. A better way of
optimizing data use might be to allow data exports to various formats. These functions exists, for
instance the possibility of exporting point clouds as pts or ASCII files which are compatible with most
software. Additional export formats would of course be usable for some users, but also a bit
superfluous as many open source software exist that handles data conversion. One improvement on
the software side could however be the integration of programming in some type of model builder,
so the user can analyze data by his or her choice. If older recorded data would be accessible, very
useful temporal analyses could be made for deterioration rates, problem/high cost areas etc, but
with many GIS solutions providing this option that can also deal with exported data from Amberg rail,
it might seem unnecessary. However, with Amberg software being aware of the meaning of different
parameters and aspects, a smoother integration should be possible compared to a GIS that handles
any type of data in general and where more coding from the user side is likely to be required.
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6 ACCURACY ASSESSMENT
One of the main aspects of this report is to test and evaluate the accuracy of the measurements
made by the GRP 5000 under normal surveying conditions. To achieve this, a number of steps had to
be taken in order to minimize and to document potential error sources that in turn affect the
measurements made by the trolley, treated in the calibration- and results-section below. The
surveying site was situated at an underground service depot of SL, the transport association running
Stockholm’s subway. The stretch of the test tracks was approximately 150-200 metres long.

6.1 Control network setup and adjustment
With the lack of control points in a known reference
system at the service depot, a local network had to be
established first. Four points were created, pts 10011004, in such a manner that at least two points were
visible from any other point in order to secure a good
network geometry. The points were spread out as
much as possible in order to obtain a good geometry,
but due to the given nature of the tunnel the
possibilities were limited to some extent. The first
control point, 1001, had a line of sight to all other
control points and were given the local coordinates
(X,Y,Z) of (1000, 1000, 10) meters – the defined origin
of the network. The bearing from pt 1001 to pt 1003
was set to 0˚, placing pt 1003 X axis, cf. Figure 16.
The HDS targets, which are black and white squares
used for pinpointing laser points (c.f. Figure 17), were
printed on paper and placed along the track as
depicted in Figure 16, in different heights and different
angles relative to the track. HDS points 109 and 102
were placed further away in order to evaluate the
distance dependant bias better. Ideally some targets
should have been placed at steep vertical angles, e.g. at
the roofing, in order to evaluate any directional
dependant bias, but this was not feasible at the time.
Most HDS targets could not be measured from the
network control points due to obstacles and steep
angles, therefore four resection points (F1-F4) were
established that covered all HDS targets at a suitable
range and angle. The targets were measured from one
resection point only, except for 104 that was measured
from F1 and F2. All resection points had visibility to all
network control points, inducing a better quality of the
adjustment.
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Figure 16. The layout of the test scan area.

In the adjustment of the network the control points and resection points were processed
simultaneously. The adjustment was done in the software SBG GEO using the least square method.
The adjustment of the network affected the measurements of the black and white targets in an
indirect sense, but due to the single measurements made for the HDS targets, an adjustment of
those could not be done. However, point 104 that was measured twice, and at a “worse” location
than most of the others shows an error of approximately the same magnitude as the rest. The
coordinates and standard deviations of the control points, resection points and B&W targets can be
seen in Table 1.
Table 1. The coordinates and standard deviations of the control points
and targets in the network, expressed in metres.
Point
X
Y
Z
sX
sY
sZ
1001
1000,000 1000,000
10,000
0,000
0,000
0,000
1002
1011,523 1009,668
10,108
0,000
0,000
0,001
1003
1063,788 1000,000
9,941
0,000
0,000
0,000
1004
1109,858 1005,775
10,142
0,001
0,001
0,001
102
1074,115 1019,846
12,290
0,001
0,002
0,003
103
1023,123 1009,172
11,661
0,001
0,001
0,003
104
1035,423 1008,564
12,056
0,001
0,001
0,002
105
1030,845 997,292
11,444
0,001
0,002
0,003
106
1048,319 998,427
10,684
0,001
0,001
0,003
107
1047,454 1008,037
11,981
0,001
0,001
0,003
108
1058,494 999,880
12,149
0,002
0,001
0,003
109
1078,761 998,108
12,116
0,001
0,002
0,003
110
1068,641 1006,367
11,427
0,001
0,002
0,003
112
1083,430 1008,376
10,471
0,001
0,002
0,003
F1
1030,676 1000,822
11,605
0,001
0,001
0,001
F2
1042,341 1003,471
11,582
0,001
0,001
0,001
F3
1066,125 1003,683
11,604
0,001
0,001
0,001
F4
1080,493 1004,821
11,858
0,001
0,001
0,001
F5
1013,864 1002,613
11,754
0,001
0,001
0,002

6.2 Calibration and error minimization
To maximize the accuracy of the test the units were calibrated.
The calibration of the GRP trolley constituted two parts, the trolley and the laser scanner. The
trolley’s measuring devices were calibrated at an authorized repair shop, furthermore the cant
sensor was calibrated as part of the startup procedure described in the above section “measuring
procedures”. The calibration of the laser scanner is done to ensure it is properly aligned in relation to
the trolley in the vertical and horizontal dimension. The horizontal adjustment is accomplished by
placing the trolley on a track and marking both sides of the tunnel wall where the laser beam is
located, after which the trolley is turned 180 degrees in order to evaluate and adjust any offset from
the markings. The vertical adjustment is done in a similar way, but evaluated by looking at the
measured profiles to see the vertical discrepancy between the same object. The internal accuracy of
the laser scanner was considered to be the same as stated by the manufacturer.
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Due to the low temperature at the test site, the total stations were acclimatized as specified by the
manufacturer. Also, a default calibration procedure was performed before measurements began. All
measurements were made in two faces. Where target heights were needed, all measurements were
taken multiple times to avoid any gross errors.

6.3 Measurement procedures
Point cloud
For the evaluation of the black and white targets and thus the
overall accuracy of the scanning, the GRP trolley was tracked from
one total station at all times. This total station was placed at
control point 1003, having a line of sight to all other control points
and two benchmarks, vouching for a good adjustment. The
scanning begun on the middle track abreast to target 103, and the
scan rate was set to 100 Hz with 5000 points per profile. The
travelling speed was significantly reduced when the targets were
scanned in order to provide for a satisfactory point density.
The target centers’ coordinates were obtained by picking the
center points from a laser photo, i.e. the intensity values displayed
adjacent to each another, in Amberg Rail, c.f. Figure 17. The
Figure 17. The coordinates of the
center point of target 110 being
coordinates obtained from the laser scanning, along with the
evaluated.
corresponding difference from the coordinates obtained from the
total station are displayed in Table 2. Mean values and standard deviations are also shown. Point 102
was not included for this, c.f. discussion part.

Table 2.The coordinates (X,Y,Z) of the black and white targets obtained from the laser scanning, along
with the corresponding offset compared to total station measurements.
Point no
X [m]
Δ X [mm] Y [m]
Δ Y [mm] Z [m]
Δ Z [mm] ΔTotal [mm]
102 H
1074,173
58
1019,844
-2
12,286
-4
58,2
103
1023,137
14
1009,169
-3
11,664
3
14,7
104
1035,429
6
1008,561
-3
12,066
10
12,0
105
1030,849
4
997,294
2
11,441
-3
5,4
106
1048,318
-1
998,429
2
10,685
1
2,4
107
1047,462
8
1008,032
-5
11,986
5
10,7
108
1058,504
10
999,877
-3
12,149
0
10,4
109
1078,766
5
998,103
-5
12,120
4
8,1
110
1068,671
30
1006,363
-4
11,429
2
30,3
112
1083,432
2
1008,366
-10
10,470
-1
10,2
Mean
Std dev, /0
Total std. dev for X, Y and Z:

8.7
9.1

-3.1
3.5

1.7
4.1

10.6*

* ”True” coordinates obtained by total station have standard errors, c.f. Table 1.
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10,4
8,0

If the total difference for each point is denoted Ti where i = 103, 104 … are corresponding to the point
numbers, the mean value is obtained by
2
1 = 3ΣTi

where n is the number of points used (i.e. 9)

(eq. 4)

and the standard deviation of the mean value is achieved by
2
/0 =4 3$2 5 (6 + 1*²

(eq.5)

GRP unit – internal sensors for cant, gauge and stationing.
Three sensors exist for the GRP unit; the cant sensor, gauge sensor and the odometer. Although
absolute measurements of the cant and gauge can be done to obtain verification values (c.f. Figure
9), the equipment needed for this was not available. Thus, the remaining option for testing these two
sensors was a repeatability test. The odometer was tested with the same method, but also with an
absolute method by comparing the measured odometer value with the corresponding distance
obtained from absolute positioning of the trolley.
For the cant and gauge sensor, a mark was drawn on the third rail cover board for which the scan line
of the laser scanner was matched up against, in order to secure that the same position was used
each time. The results were acquired by taking snapshots at this exact location, storing all track
values and the profile for that position. This was done ten times in total. Between each snapshot the
trolley was moved to another location and the gauge device was opened and closed in order to
simulate normal working routines. Five snapshots were taken with the trolley being orientated in one
way, and the remaining five with the
trolley being turned 180˚. The results
Table 3. The test results of the gauge and cant sensor.
Snapshot
Gauge [m]
Superelevation [m] are displayed in Table 5.
Snap1
1,435
-0,001
The mean value and the belonging
Snap2
1,435
-0,000
standard deviation were obtained in
Snap3
1,436
-0,000
the same way as above, c.f. eq. 4 and
Snap4
1,435
-0,000
Snap5
1,435
-0,000
eq. 5.
Mean
1,4352
Standard deviation
0,45 [mm]
Snap6
1,436
-0,000
Snap7
1,437
-0,000
Snap8
1,436
-0,000
Snap9
1,436
-0,000
Snap10
1,437
-0,000
Mean
1,4364
Standard deviation
0,55 [mm]
Overall mean
Standard deviation

1,4358
0,79 [mm]

-0.0001
0,32 [mm]
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For the repetitive test of the odometer, two marks were drawn in the same way as above,
approximately 60 m apart. The stretch of track was chosen not to contain switches or any other track
elements that could have a negative impact on the recording. The odometer was set to zero at the
first marking and then being pushed to the other marking, where a snapshot was taken in order to
save the stationing value. The trolley was then pushed back to the “zero”-marking where a new
snapshot was taken, named “Diff”, which provided the difference from the zero value. This
procedure was repeated five times. The trolley was oriented the same way at all times in order not to
obtain faulty measurements from the inner/outer-rail difference in curves, and the test runs were
performed under different speeds. Since the specified accuracy is expressed in percentage over a
travelled distance, this was also evaluated for each run, together with an averaged percentage value.
The results are displayed in Table 4.
Table 4. The test results of the odometer.
Snapshot
Stationing [m]
Snapshot
Odo1
51,370
Diff1
Odo2
51,355
Diff2
Odo3
51,355
Diff3
Odo4
51,349
Diff4
Odo5
51,360
Diff5
Mean value
Standard deviation
of mean value

51,358
7,85 [mm]

Difference [mm]
16
5
0
10
5

Percentage [%]
0,0156
0,0049
0,0000
0,0097
0,0049

7,2
6,1

0,0070

The mean value and belonging standard deviation of the ”odo”-snapshots and ”difference”snapshots were calculated in the same way as above, c.f. (eq.4) and (eq.5). Since the specified
accuracy of the odometer is expressed in percentage over a travelled distance, this was also
evaluated. The percentage Pi was obtained by
Pi =

8%9
:· <=>

[m]

i=1,2,..,5

(eq. 6)

which is the difference divided by the total length travelled (2∙”one section”). The mean value of the
percentage was calculated as the arithmetic mean, similar to eq. 4.

Horizontal and vertical alignment
The horizontal and vertical alignment is directly obtained from the measured track axis, which
originates from the trajectory of the prism. In other words, the accuracy of the alignment depends on
the accuracy by which the prism is positioned from the tracking total station. This accuracy also
affects the accuracy of the laser data in a proportional sense.
Similar to some of the above measurements, the alignment can also be measured in an absolute
sense for verification, but since the equipment needed for this was not available, the precision of the
alignment was also evaluated by repetition. Five jobs were created and measured, all by total station.
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The track and rail axes were then rendered at the same time in order to visualize the difference in
positions, c.f. Figure 18 and 19.
With the track axes lined up next to each other, the 3D
distances from the left most axis was orthogonally
measured to the other axes. With the distances
denoted by εn, n = 1,2..5, five such values are obtained,
since ε1 = 0 is included. The mean of these values, ?@, is
obtained as the arithmetic mean, calculated the same
way as in eq. 4. ?@ could then be regarded as the
theoretical track axis. The residuals A3 from this
theoretical track axis are obtained as A3 = ?@ - ?3 , and
the standard deviation (/0) of the tracks is finally
obtained as shown in eq. 5.

Figure 18. Left and right rail, and center track
axis from all five measurements.

The procedure described above was repeated at five
Figure 19. A closeup of Figure 18, displaying
different locations along the test track, including right
the deviations of the measurements.
and left rails, as well as the track center. The distances
and the mean values are displayed in Table 5, along with the standard deviation.

Table 5. The distances of five track axes, at five locations.
Location\Track dist [mm].
1
1-2 1-3 1-4
1-5
?@
Location 1
0
4
6
11
10
6.2
Location 2
0
2
5
9
10
5.2
Location 3
0
7
9
11
15
8.4
Location 4
0
5
6
7
12
6.0
Location 5
0
1
6
6
13
5.2
Mean
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/0
4.5
4.3
5.5
4.3
5.2
4.8

6.4 Results and discussion
Firstly, the results from the accuracy assessment of the trolley are compared to the stated accuracy,
displayed in Table 6.
Table 6. Test results compared with stated accuracy.
Test results
Stated by manufacturer
Object point accuracy
10,6 mm*
15 mm
Track coordinate (alignment)
4.8 mm
5 mm
Gauge
≈0,5 /0.8 mm
0,3 mm
Superelevation
0,32 mm
0,5 mm
Odometer
0,007 %
< 0,5 %
* ”True” coordinates obtained by total station have standard errors, c.f. Table 1.

The object point accuracy proved to be better than the stated by almost 5 mm. The mean value and
standard deviation were affected by one point in particular; point 110, which was the only one to
have a worse accuracy than the overall stated accuracy. There are two sources of errors, which
should be accounted for: the accuracy of the “true” target coordinates, which was obtained by total
station measurements, and the accuracy by which the target coordinates from the laser data was
retrieved. In the first case, the specified accuracy of reflectorless measurements is in the magnitude
of 3 mm, which theoretically can be applied to the favor of the laser data. The second aspect
depends on the point density; in the software where the coordinates of scanned points can be
retrieved, one can only obtain the coordinates of the actual points, which means that if a point is not
located in the exact target center, the closest point to this has to be chosen. For most of the targets,
the point density is high enough to yield an offset to the target centers of a couple of millimeter at
most, but when the target is located further away, this increases to higher values. This is also the
reason for why target 102 was not included in the calculations. A solution for obtaining better values
could be to average the coordinates, but with surrounding coordinates being asymmetrically
positioned around the center, weighting would be necessary to optimize the calculated mean. Thus,
the raw data was used and the potential offset treated as a systematic error to be accounted for
when assessing the accuracy.
The deviation of point 110 has no obvious explanation. As can be seen in Figure 17, the point
resolution was high enough to provide for an accurate evaluation of the center’s coordinates. The
target was further placed on a completely flat surface facing the track, and closer to the track than
any of the other targets, which should yield a better result. The most likely explanation for this
deviation could be from the “true” coordinates of the target, which were obtained from station F3. A
somewhat sharp angle to the target could have resulted in a poor precision, but this would have to
be incorrect by 1.5 cm for the specified accuracy of the GRP system to be met. Additionally, other
targets of worse location should show similar indications.
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Another indication that applies to the conclusion is distance
dependent bias. Although point 109 has a better accuracy
than nearer lying points, point 103 and especially point 102
show indications for distance dependent bias. Although the
point density was not too good for target 102, c.f. Figure 20,
the evaluated accuracy of almost 6 cm indicates that the
distance to scanned points should not be too great if the
specified accuracy is to be kept.

Figure 20. Target 102, showing a coarse
point density.

When evaluating the track alignment, i.e. the horizontal and
vertical distance, a more precise way of estimating the repeatability of the positioning would have
been to take snapshots at defined markings, similar to the evaluation of the other parameters.
However, this would only evaluate the static positioning of the trolley, and since most of the
scanning is done kinematically this was also chosen as the object of analysis. By evaluating the
kinematic positioning, tracking and splining algorithms would be included as well. As the horizontal
and vertical alignments are defined separately in the railway environment, it might have been
interesting for some to see these parameters treated separately in the evaluation. An extra
motivation could be that the height taken for each station setup, which involves a third person
placing a prism onto the benchmark, is more prone to errors due to the human factor. This is
however partly displayed in Table 1, and since the track positioning accuracy is stated by the
manufacturer as an overall value, and not split up in horizontal and vertical parameters, the same
type of approach was used in the assessment. One external source of error affecting the
measurements was that for some of the track runs, new station setups were performed. Done
precise however, these different setups should not affect the obtained values significantly.
Another aspect that slightly affects the measurements of the laser scanning and track positioning, i.e.
when positioning is done, is the use of a 360˚ prism which could affect the accuracy more than a
conventional prism.
The accuracy of the gauge measurements being expressed with the evaluated standard deviation
indicated a somewhat worse accuracy than the specified. With the trolley being aligned to the
reference mark with submillimeter precision, the difference in the obtained values could not have
been much affected by irregularities in the rail. Another interesting aspect showing is the overall
mean and standard deviation, which showed an accuracy of worse than twice as much than what is
specified. As can be seen from Table 3, a difference in gauge is noticable when comparing the first
five snapshots with the last five, i.e. between the two different orientation setups of the trolley on
the track, where the first setup has a shorter gauge close to 1,435 m and the second a broader gauge
of up to 1,437 m. The most probable reason to this can be explained by looking at the design of the
trolley. As the gauge device on the one wheel part follows the rail irregularities closely, the wheels on
the two wheel part are flanged and are thus insensitive to local deviations of the gauge. Further, the
T-shape of the trolley indicates that the measured gauge of the track depends on how the trolley is
orientated and how the change in gauge appears. If a perfect straight rail is on the two wheel side,
and the other rail is narrowing or widening, the recording of this change is true. However, if the two
wheel part runs on the rail which gives rise to the narrowing or broadening, the front wheel will
follow this change and give rise to a small yaw angle of the trolley, and the gauge device will register
this change in gauge too early. Due to the fact that the gauge device does not run between both rails
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as one axis, the gauge can never be achieved for a cross section of the track, but over a length
equaling the longitudinal offset. Since this offset is small, the deviations in gauge and the stationing
where this deviation occurs will not be far from the true value and position. This should however be
kept in mind if the total accuracy is of great importance, since the overall standard deviation of the
measurement results indicate coarser values than what is specified.
The superelevation accuracy assessment showed values better than what is specified. Ideally, the
testing of superelevation could have been done where the cant was not close to zero, in order to
better evaluate the precision of the cant sensor at sharper angles. Nevertheless, the evaluation
should give a good indication to the accuracy, and given the lower value, it should be considered as
unlikely that the accuracy is worse than what is specified at sharper cant angles.
The odometer evaluation proved to be much better than specified. Due to the nature of the
repeatability test, the result does not show any systematic errors. Systematic errors however are
easily adjustable with the scaling functions being present both during measurements and in post
processing, which can be used for correcting isolated events due to e.g. wheel slips, as well as
permanent causes like wheel wear.
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7 ALTERNATIVE USES AND APPLICATIONS
This chapter will look into the possibilities of using the GRP 5000 and the captured data outside its
intended field of application, i.e. not for measuring ordinary railway tracks and train tunnels, and not
for clearance analysis. Even though specific solutions might have been created for these other tasks,
there is still an interest for the end user that has invested in the product to optimize the usage of the
available equipment.

7.1 The trolley
Contemplating the characteristics of the trolley and the profiling laser scanner used, the foremost
areas of application should be the objects of a linear nature, for which the kinematic measurement
procedure comes to optimum use. Examples of linear objects can be bridges, rivers, roads and of
course any type of tunnels. Traditional scanning of such objects is usually done by static methods
where 3D scanners or panoramic scanners are setup at even intervals to capture the object. Airborne
laser scanning (ALS) can also be applied to many of these types of objects, e.g. power line surveying.
ALS will however not be treated or compared to TLS in this report since the method of choice can
depend on what point of view the scanning should be conducted from, the sought resolution etc.
Moreover, tunnel structures are a key area in which ALS is not an alternative. Lack of control points
for many of these objects is not unusual and when georeferencing is needed a leapfrogging
procedure is performed to obtain the positions. If the absolute coordinates are not necessary, the
point clouds from the different setups still needs to be registered in order to obtain a proper model,
which can be accomplished by either matching targets put up in the field and visible from two
adherent scanner setups, or by using natural “targets” that can be any object that is clearly
identifiable and small enough to obtain a good match, e.g. corners. The principle of static scanning
methods can make the whole process a bit time consuming though; scan setups further away from
the object doesn’t need as close setup intervals as when scanning is carried out from a closer range,
but the resolution becomes lower which might put a limit to the distance. Additionally, a lot of tunnel
objects have a cross section of such magnitudes that centered setups still isn’t more than a few
meters away from the tunnel wall, leading to setup intervals of 10 or 20 meters in order to obtain an
even resolution. The possibility of using kinematic scanning procedures can thus save a lot of time.
For confined areas where total stations are used for georeferencing, setup intervals can be 200
meters apart, and for open areas the GPS antenna can be used which would give a true kinematic
solution.
When considering uses that are off track the first issue that arises is how the trolley should be
modified in order to properly move forward, since it cannot be pushed on the ground as it is. A
straightforward solution is to put the GRP unit on some other type of vehicle, e.g. a push cart,
flatbed, atv etc. Another solution is to modify the wheels of the GRP by applying some type of add-on
tyres, making it possible to push the trolley directly on the ground. The physical modifications
needed for these solutions will not be further treated in this report; only a short test run where the
GRP is placed on a push cart will be conducted in order to evaluate the outcome of the laser data. If
the GRP is to be used for off track environments on uneven terrain, test runs should be made to
evaluate the quality of the captured data that can be affected negatively by constant bumps and
changes in orientation, things that are not present on a railway track. Further care should be taken
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not to damage or affect either the body frame or the sensors used, which could result in a wrongful
calibration or even damaged parts. Regardless of the smoothness of the ground, limitations in
maximum tilt angles exist that depend to the cant sensors used, which only operates within a certain
interval of degrees from a leveled state. Due to this some areas might not be measurable, e.g. ramps,
hills etc.
If considering the first method where the GRP is placed on a trolley, the odometer will not register
anything and TPS or GPS referencing is thus imperative, unless of course some sort of transmission
belt is used for the odometer. For the second method the odometer will register data but at a wrong
scale depending on the diameter of the add-on tyre, this is however easily rescalable in the post
process of the data. This concern is only relevant if the odometer recordings somehow affect the
positioning of the trolley and thus the laser data, but as the results will show, this is not the case.
Concerns
When performing this kind of application, there are a few anomalies that have to be considered that
does not occur on the track.
Yaw angle drift
When the trolley is pushed on the track, there is no (theoretical)
change in yaw angle (c.f. discussion part in Ch. 6.). With this
knowledge, the system assumes that the plane of scanning is
always perpendicular to the axis of travel. If however a yaw angle
is present, this will result in a wrongfully positioned point. For a
yaw angle similar to that in Figure 21, a scanned point will lie
ahead of the scanner, which will assume that the point is
perpendicular to the trajectory. The yaw dependent offset of a
captured point can be described with the unit circle in relation to
the local reference system where the trajectory is one axis
(longitudinal axis) complemented with a perpendicular/lateral
axis (“perceived point position” axis).
sinγ = longitudinal offset

Figure 21. Principle of yaw drift
bias.

cosγ = lateral offset

How these offsets will affect the final offset when georeferenced depends on how the local axes are
aligned with those of the global reference system. For visualization, one can imagine a trajectory of
travel that is parallel to a flat wall. Ideally, this wall will be captured as flat, but if a yaw angle arise
along the path and then reduces back to zero, the flat wall will have a depression with a maximum
depth proportional to the maximum yaw angle.
Pitch angle drift
Similar to the drift in yaw angle, the pitch angle drift has to be accounted for as well. A pitch angle
will occur if there is a longitudinal tilt of the trolley. A roll angle drift does not have to be considered
since there is a tilt sensor keeping track of the roll angle, but since there is not tilt sensor in the
longitudinal direction, wrongfully positioning could arise in off-track scanning. As already described,
slopes and longitudinal tilt on the track are determined by the trajectory of the prism, which will not
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have a pitch angle as long as all wheels are in contact with the rail. Off-track however, a pitch angle
drift can occur for several reasons. A constant pitch angle, which can be considered as a systematic
error, can be exemplified by placing the GRP trolley on a flatbed that is not leveled. If tyres are put on
the GRP directly, the same phenomenon will occur if the front and back tyres differs in diameter,
resulting in a leaning of the trolley. Aside from these aspects, which can be regarded as permanent
deviations, pitch angle drifts can occur temporarily due movements of the trolley due to jolts etc.

Test results and discussion
For this test, the GRP was placed on a trolley and being pushed in a garage. The resulting point cloud
is displayed in Figure 22.

Figure 22. A short segment of the test run performed in a garage. The black strip is the path of travel. To the
right of this, a pillar and a car front can be seen. To the left two parked cars.

The point cloud assessment indicates that the data capture works pretty good for off-track usage. For
this test a tracking total station was used for georeferencing. The use of GPS should be successful as
well, however, test runs should be performed, especially if uneven grounds are considered, to
evaluate how smooth the positioning is.
The trolley being used for this test had fixed wheels on one of its wheel axes, which greatly reduced
the yaw drift. The GRP was also placed flat on this trolley to avoid any pitch angle drift, but as can be
seen from Figure 23, a pitch angle bias is still discernable by looking at the pillar, which should be
vertical. The tilt angle of the pillar corresponds to pitch angle of the laser scanner, and even though a
small constant pitch angle is present due to the inexact flatness of the trolley, extra pitch stems from
the loose placing of the GRP onto the trolley, which led to palpable movements of the scanner and
prism. Even though the garage floor was very even, small gravel and hard wheels of the trolley gave
rise to rather evident vibrations which was propagated and amplified up to the prism.
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Figure 23. A part of the obtained point cloud, displaying a car front to the
left, and a pillar with indications of pitch angle bias.

Figure 24. The principle of pitch
angle bias. The system
assumes that scan lines are
perpendicular to the direction
of travel.

7.2 The laser data
Laser scanning and surveying of railway environments and especially tunnels is often done by railway
operators – or as in the case of the GRP 5000 more likely by contractors – for any specific reason.
These reasons are sometimes of a basic nature in relation to the potential of the data being
collected. Even though railway operators are interested in a clearance analysis for new trains or
special loads, operators of smaller networks might not need this due to the fact that the clearance
has been evaluated before and no new trains or special cargo is relevant. The reasons for contracting
track measurements then might be of other reasons, e.g. georeferenced track axis points at given
intervals, platform lengths and positions, track geometry at locations of interest, e.g. switches, or a
combination. The GRP 5000 is still a good choice due to its fast and accurate data collection, and
since the equipment often is available for the contractor and much of the time spent is due to
logistics and not actual track time, complete measurements of entire track stretches is often
performed. Even though not all data might be of interest for the time being, and the principal
nevertheless is charged for the extra track time, this is often still preferred since all data is
documented. This documentation can later be analyzed for other purposes, and the cost would in the
end be less than for the case where new measurements had to be undertaken prior to data
evaluation.
Concisely put, there is a lot of data – especially laser data – that is being captured and not coming to
optimal use, and there is an interest in finding alternative applications for this data, not least from a
contractor’s point of view. This section will look into the possibilities of using laser data from the GRP
5000 for other reasons than clearance analysis.
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Maintenance aspects
Before and after evaluation of structural changes of the tunnel due to contracting commissions is
discussed by Fekete et al. (2010), and although this might be something that is more relevant during
the construction phase of a tunnel where scaling and excavation is done, it could still be of interest
for maintenance and modifications of existing tunnels, e.g. shotcrete relining. Volume calculations is
easily done both for the adding and removing of materials, and scan data can also be used for
verification of contracting jobs, e.g. under- and overbreak, alignment etc. Bolt installations for tunnel
support is further something that that can be captured for positions, bolt spacing, bolt density and
bolt load area, which can be used for support analysis.
The lining of a tunnel can also be evaluated by laser data to discover defects, which can be facilitated
by automatic filtering techniques. Yoon et al. (2009) describes an algorithm where defects to the
lining such as spalling, intendations and cracks can be discovered after an automatic removal of
installations. Although intensity values are used, the technique principally utilizes geometric data.
The approach is to define smaller areas of the tunnel lining as planes, fitted by a least square
method. Deviations caused by deteriorations such as spalling, cracks etc. is discovered from the scan
points’ displacement from this plane. This method is thus limited to linings of smooth nature;
shotcrete lining on an irregular rock surface would probably not be successful. Cracks thinner than
5mm are also described as undetectable caused by the spot diameter of the laser beam, but that this
will be improved as the technique improves. Cracks thinner than this are detectable using image
analysis though, which is why a camera complemented to the GRP 5000 could be of interest (c.f.
“possible improvements”).
Moisture and water seepage are further issues relevant for both the lining and tunnel structure, and
can be assessed using the intensity values of the reflected laser data, as dry and wet concrete has a
distinct difference for intensity value. This can be used for monitoring water seepage at locations
where bolts are present as well as for detection of leakage in the lining in general, due to
discontinuities in the rock structure. Since the rock structure is difficult to evaluate once covered
with concrete, seepage can give indications of changes.

Geological and geotechnical aspects
Considering the nature of a tunnel, geological and geotechnical aspects are present which can be
analyzed from laser data. Since most train tunnels, especially those already in use, have a shotcrete
lining covering the tunnel wall, some of these applications might be of lesser value. However, in
context with the chapter “alternative applications of the trolley”, applications like these could come
to good use.
Several lidar applications for geotechnical solutions are like above discussed by Fekete et al. (2010).
Since a focus lies on tunnel constructions, some applications are not relevant for the laser data of
train tunnels, e.g. discontinuity mapping at the tunnel face during excavation. Geotechnical analyses
for joints and discontinuities are performed and visualized. Comparisons of laser data with
theoretical tunnel geometries for under/overbreak and surface characterizations are shown, as well
as identification of textural features.
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GIS
With many of the major GIS software making an effort for supporting 3D data and 3D analysis, the
treatment of tunnel data obtained from the GRP might be of interest in this field. Although a lot of
other software exist that are specialized for dealing with laser data, e.g. point cloud software like
Cyclone/Cloudworx, Polyworks etc. as well as CAD oriented products like Navisworks, the
functionality of a GIS oriented system could still be of value. The realization of this aspect might
come more into use with time, as the bounds between GIS and CAD are becoming less distinct.
Further, a lot of third party solutions capable of dealing with laser data exists, which are supported as
extensions in the more established GIS providers. Visualization is one useful application, especially
when feature extraction is made, allowing for different analyses of the features alone, or their
correlation with other features. The laser data of tunnels can also be integrated with other data like
DEMs, for track environment/tunnel analyses on a larger scale e.g. slope analysis, loads, as well as a
part of more general analyses like city planning. 2D GIS is widely used in the railway environment
(e.g. (Guler & Jovanovic, 2004)), where some areas of application could be mentioned as
infrastructure management and maintenance planning, safety and security, design and construction
etc. Adding a third dimension to these fields of application should yield new ways of dealing with and
analyzing data. With many GIS software being able to handle a lot of different data, train operators
or alike have the possibility of tailoring their data management to their needs. Big amounts of data
also lies as a basis for more rigorous analyses like change detection, pattern recognition, or the much
valuable temporal aspect of railway deterioration and maintenance intensity. With most GIS
software providing modular programming, many of these advanced analyses are achievable. Even
though GIS software are able to deal with feature extraction, surface creation with TINs etc, a faster
work flow might be the use of other
software for data treatment like fitting
geometries etc. and importing them to
GIS systems. Even if point clouds limited
in size can be handled without much
effort, very large models could slow the
system down, which is why proper
extensions should be used, or proper
preprocessing of the raw laser data.

Figure 25. Feature extraction of a point cloud in ArcGIS using
intensity and position data. Track rail points also rendered,
showing a red color for too much gauge deviation.
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CFD
A common area of interest when dealing with trains, and especially in context with tunnels, are the
aerodynamic forces that arise (e.g. (Schuster, 2007), (Howe, 1997)). This is especially important for
high speed trains. When a high speed train enters a tunnel a pressure wave is created which,
constricted by the tunnel walls, will bounce back and act as a force on the train chassis. Moreover, as
the train continues into the tunnel more air is being compressed which will result in an increasing
pressure wave, propagating along the tunnel. The speed of the pressure wave increases, and when
the tunnel exit is reached, a sound boom will occur. Different solutions have been created to deal
with this phenomenon. One attempt is the application of tunnel hoods which are used at tunnel
entries (e.g. (Liu, Tian, & Xi-feng, 2010)). The tunnel hood functions as an extension of the tunnel,
with a wider cross section that successively narrows to meet the true tunnel diameter. This way, the
air has time to escape, reducing the initial pressure change. Other attempts use ventilation ducts
inside the tunnel, or cross tunnels leading into adjacent tunnels. This way the propagating air wave
will escape at these shafts, reducing the air pressure. Train geometry also affects the properties of
these waves, where long train fronts will work in a similar way as the tunnel hoods. Ballasted track
works as a dampener, allowing air waves to escape through the ballast and under the train. The most
apparent pressure waves occur in narrow lined tunnels where slab tracks are used.
Due to the pressure changes, an optimal train speed has to be determined that doesn’t give rise to
too strong forces, yet being as fast as possible in order not to disrupt the traffic flow. Conventional
methods for setting these speeds are determined by test runs, where a train travels through the
tunnel at different speeds in order to obtain the optimum velocity. A more analytic approach to this
problem is the use of CFD – Computational Fluid Dynamics. With CFD, very realistic simulations can
be performed on 3D models, and many types of dynamic fluids can be analyzed, e.g. air flow, water
flow, heat transfer. The field of application for CFD is thus very wide, where some areas can be
mentioned as aerospace, automotive, buildings, cities, electronics etc.
Approximate simulations are
sometimes used for analyzing the air
pressure changes in train tunnels,
where cylindrical tunnels and
simplified train models are common.
With the detailed precision and
realistic simulation of CFD however,
better results should be obtained if
true geometries are used in the
calculations. Train geometries can of
course be obtained by traditional
laser scanning, but the use of laser
data captured by the GRP unit should Figure 26. Pressure distribution inside a tunnel, 7.68 seconds
after entering. Analysis made in Cradle software.
be much usable considering the fast
acquisition rate and the even point
density. Not only can this be used for analyzing air wave propagation, but also pressure forces on
trains and tunnel structures which lead to a faster deterioration rate of these. In this aspect, tunnels
are not the only area of interest, but also other types of structure in the vicinity of the tracks, e.g.
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catenary posts, buildings, bridges, train meetings etc. Another tunnel related issue is temperature
rise of the air due to friction caused by passing trains. When a CFD is performed, pressures, heat and
other parameters can be visualized and measured anywhere within the 3D model.
A further use of CFD is possible if additional data is captured in the tunnel, with e.g. LDA
measurements (Laser Doppler Anemometry). LDA is an optical technique able to measure fluid
velocities at single points in various media, e.g. air and water. If combining tunnel geometry obtained
by the GRP and field measurements from LDA, interpolations and simulations can be made with CFD
to analyze air flow which should be of interest from an operational point of view in terms of
ventilation needs. Another great concern when dealing with tunnels is fires, which has strict safety
regulations due to the confined area people are present in. Carvel et al. (2004) discusses how tunnel
geometry and ventilation affects the rate by which fire and smoke spread. These simulations can of
course be carried out with simplified tunnel geometries, but using true geometries should yield more
realistic results. Even if simplified tunnel structures are preferred due to high computation time,
geometries taken from GRP data should serve as a better basis for simplification since it shows the
as-built structure, compared to other sources like design drawings, estimations etc.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
The system of the GRP 5000’s functional and technical aspects has been described. A comparison has
been made to other track measuring devices, especially other track recording trolleys. The GRP 5000
stands out good when compared to many of these, both in terms of in-field functionality as well as
for software applications. However, modifications and improvements would increase the versatility
and thus the overall capacity of the system. Mountings and integration of extra sensors like GPR,
ultrasonic, switch recordings and rail head recording devices would result in a more modular system,
which would come close of truly being an all in one solution for track measurements. Integration of
cameras would be useful for visual inspection, draping of 3D models, feature extraction and
identification of features easily missed by the laser, e.g. cracks. Further, an integration of a laser
scanner and camera would be able to produce colored point clouds. Another valuable improvement
should be the adding of a longitudinal tilt sensor and an additional odometer, which would be able to
account for horizontal and vertical curves when performing relative measurements.
The accuracy assessment indicated that the claimed accuracy is pretty much kept, with some
deviations for both ways. The object point accuracy, i.e. the accuracy of scanned points, proved to be
better than stated, although with a somewhat high standard deviation. If proper procedures are
performed, and scanned objects do not lie too far away, the accuracy is well kept. The repeatability
of alignment showed coarser accuracy than stated, but considering that different station setups were
used, along with the accuracy of the laser scan data which contains the positioning accuracy, the true
alignment should be close to the stated. The gauge measuring device was the only aspect of the test
that showed overall values being worse than stated. With the different orientations of the trolley
being treated separately, the accuracy indicated values of approximately 0.5 mm compared to the
stated 0.3, but if both platform orientations were included, the standard deviation climbed to a value
of almost 0.8 mm. This is most likely caused by the T-shape of the trolley, which indicates that the
gauge is not measured at a true cross section of the track, but affected by the longitudinal aspect.
The evaluation of cant showed better accuracy than the stated, almost by half, and the assessed
accuracy for the odometer was much better than stated.
For the alternative uses of the trolley, it was tested off track. The obtained laser data indicated on
rather good results. For off-track applications, the yaw and pitch angle drift has to be accounted for
when the trolley is being moved or placed on a platform. Additionally, pitch angle bias can occur due
to vibrations and jolts, and care should be taken to avoid these error sources which ultimately affect
the obtained data negatively.
Alternative uses of the laser data were also discussed. Much of the literature studied connected to
these aspects, and several potential areas of application were identified. Maintenance aspects such
as volume calculations and over/underbreak validations of excavations/lining for contracting jobs are
some. Several algorithms for identifying faults and deterioration of tunnel lining has been reviewed
and discussed, were some of the aspects achievable are identification of spallings, intendations,
cracks etc. Also, by combining techniques and utilizing the geometric, positional and radiometric of
the obtained laser data, more identifications should be made, e.g. leakage and water intrusion. The
geological aspects of the laser data is initially limited since most literature focuses on tunnels being in
the excavation phase, which is further limited by the fact that most railway tunnels have a shotcrete
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lining, obscuring the natural rock surface. However, if these aspects are considered in combination
with “alternative uses of the trolley”, several of these aspects could be of value. Joints and
discontinuity mapping, identification of textural features and surface characterizations are some
applications, and other work done has used laser scanning for identification of rock types and ground
water intrusion.
GIS solutions is another topic discussed, and with the major GIS solutions providing 3D visualization,
customized programming options along with the standard tools of a GIS environment, the
implementation of track and laser data together with other data sources should provide for
considerable advantages.
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) is another aspect looked at, which is the ability of simulating
and analyzing flow characteristics. Pressure changes for high speed trains in tunnels is one problem
present in the railway environment, and general airflow and heat features arising due to train traffic
is of interest. Additional aspects being of interest in a CFD analysis is smoke movement simulation,
acoustics etc. Although CFD is already used for these aspects, the implementation of true geometry
obtained by the GRP unit should yield better and more realistic results, especially when considering
the precise and realistic simulations that are possible with the ever increasing functionality of these
programs.
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